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Two interviews: with the prez and the veep 
The essential 
Mike 
McManamna 
By Julia Guinn 
Staff Writer 
First ofall, what madeyou decide to run 
for vice-president? 
I saw some problems with how the cur-
rent student government was functioning 
and I wanted to make some changes and 
improvements, especially with how ef-
fectively the senate was working for the 
students on the campus. Then I had my 
own personal ideas about how the actual 
money should be spent. The campus has 
been changing over the past three to five 
years and it hasn't been reflected in how 
the money has been spent. Clubs and 
organizations have become more popular 
and campus wide programs have become 
a little bit less popular.So I think the way 
the budget is allocated needs to be re-
flected in that kind of change. 
Do you think the increase in the activity 
fee will affect the programs at all? 
The actual increase is not going to affect 
us as much as people might think because 
it hasn't been increased in about three 
years. It's a ten-dollar increase and that's 
about 8% of the $120. And 8% over three 
years isn't a heck of a 10t. But what it will 
do for us is allow us to cover some of the 
things that have been underfunded in the 
past. Mostly what the new amount of 
money, $25-27,000 or so, will do is boost 
the club funding. 
How will you decide which clubs and 
organizations will benefit? 
We have some standard criteria as far as 
judging goes: active membership, what 
they bring to the campus, what their mem- 
tee is not very active. Will there be any 
attempts to revitalize it? 
The off-campus committee is kind of in 
limbo right now. Its form as it exists now 
isn't going to exist for much longer! don't 
think. I'm not directly involved with it. 
The member of the committee and the 
members of the governance committee 
are the ones that are looking into that more 
closely. Hopefully, there will be some 
sort of structure that will allow the senate 
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bers get out of it, do they have leadership 
activities where they'll be able to grow and 
find themselves. It'spartof the wholeeduca-
tional experience that we try to fund here. 
What is your opinion of the current status 
of the student committees? Are you able to 
get enough people to fill the positions or do 
a few students end up serving on several 
com,nittees? 
For the standing committees this year we 
had a pretty decent number turn out and sign 
.rn T 	 k. ,11 
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A new look for ASUPS leadership 
Zach 
Goldberg: 
on the inside 
lBy Suzie Null 
Staff Writer 
What made you want to be ASUPS presi-
dent? 
To be honest, I'd thought about it offand on 
the last three years... I [first] started thinking 
about it [when] a friend of mine said, "You 
know Zach, I'd like to see you do this. This 
is something you could do, you're capable of 
doing, I'd like to you to do this for me." So I 
started asking people, I started with my friends 
first, then went to my professors, I talked to 
Herman, I talked to Eric... the last person I 
went to, and probably the most important- I 
went to my mother. . . Before I was even 
midway through describing the pros and cons 
of doing it, she said "You've gotta do it, it's 
perfect, it's for you, you don't have a choice. 
There's no way you can lose. Run!" 
What do you do on a typical day? 
Everything, I DO EVERYTHING. This 
morning I got up at 9:00 am, cüme in to do 
some interviews. I had class from 10:00 to 
12:00. I had lunch with Dean Dodson. My 
parents dropped by and I had a 'social hour' 
with them. I left them to go take a [psychol-
ogy] rat lab test. I came here originally to do 
some work and I ended up... reading my mail 
and doing some afternoon things. I went to a 
meeting for peer advising. I had to leave that 
early to go to Task Force and Student Gover-
nance [meetings] from 4:30 until about 5:45. 
A guy from senate came up and I talked to him 
foracouple minutes. I went and gota cookie 
for dinnerand went to senate which went from 
6:00 until after 8:30, came up [to the ASUPS 
office] and did interviews [for student com-
mittees for a couple hours. . . When you leave 
I 'II probably do a couple more things and then 
I may actually get to do some homework... 
This is a typical day and I love it. 
What aspects ofASUPS would you like to 
improve? 
A majority of students, in my opinion, do 
notunderstand theirstudentgovemment. They 
don't realize that we have autonomy over a 
halfmillion dollars. They don'trealize thatwe 
have the political mechanisms for any change 
that they would so desire, that we decide 
where the money goes, how much goes where, 
that students sit on committees from the Trust-
ees on down and that they have a vote, that 
they have the opportunity to play a part in the 
larger university governance. 
How much is a half million dollars corn-
pared to the overall budget ofthe university? 
To the whole school? Oh, it's peanuts 
comparatively, but... compared to any other 
studentgovemmentsystem, it's alotofmoney. 
Our function is to best serve the students, and 
at times we don't, or shall I say, historically 
speaking, ASTJPS has not consistently. . . met 
the needs of the students. In my opinion, the 
reason behind that is that students don't Un-
derstand the system, so they don't know who 
see GOLDBERG page3 
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WORLD 
MEWS 
Bush and Kohl unveil plan for 7 
nations to contribute $24 billion 
in aid for Russia 
USA - The $24 billion aid package that 
President Bush and other leaders haveprom-
ised Russia is not going to turn it into a 
prosperous nation overnight. But it does 
give President Boris N. Yeltsin something 
Michael S. Gorbatchev has ever received: 
a major vote of confidence on his economic 
reforms. For Russia, the aid package may 
make the crucial difference between un-
bearable misery and hard, but tolerable 
times. President Bush and Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl of Germany unveiled the aid 
package just five days before Yeltsin must 
seek to persuade a hostile Russian Parlia-
ment to swallow more free-market medi-
cine. "This aid gives Yeltsin's economic 
program a lot of respectability," said 
Marshall Goldman, associate director of 
Harvard's Russian Studies Center. The $24 
billion fund in assistance includes $6 bil-
lion to stabilize the ruble, $2.5 billion in 
debt rescheduling, $4.5 billion in aid from 
the International Monetary Fund, and other 
international organizations and some $11 
billion in direct help from Washington and 
the other industrialized democracies that 
will include food, medicine, export credits 
and otheraid. President Bush said theUnited 
States would provide one fifth of the pack-
age. (The New York Times) 
MIT! enlarging role in Asia to 
boost domestic-oriented firms in 
other countries 
JAPAN - Japan's Ministry ofTrade and 
Industry is stepping up its involvement in 
the domestic-oriented economic policies 
of other Asian countries. The ministry 
plans to bring an advisory group to Thai-
land in June to discuss Thai industry devel-
opment policies for domestic component 
suppliers. Thailand's trade deficit for 1991 
is estimated at $1 1 billion. About half of 
that imbalance in trade with Japan, the 
source of equipment to build up the 
country's export-oriented industries. Simi-
lar advisory missions may be offered to 
othermembersoftle 4siation of South-
east Asian Natidi% Bthnêi, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore, 
but also the Vietnam and China, a MITI 
official said. According to MITI officials, 
Japan's growing surplus in trade with the 
other Asian countries is the result of their 
weak domestic-oriented industries, whereas 
the export-oriented industries were grow-
ing rapidly, thanks to foreign capital. But 
this was not enough to offset imports, espe-
cially since at this stage many of those 
industries are being equipped and supplied 
by imports, much of them from Japan, the 
officials stated. (The Nikkei Weekly) 
Israeli Foreign Minister not to 
resign - Governmental crisis 
defused 
ISRAEL - Prime Minister Shamir de-
fused a crisis in Israel's Likhud govern-
mentby persuading Foreign Minister Levy 
not to resign in a feud over sharing power. 
In return, the Prime Minister agreed to give 
Levy's supporters more political jobs. The 
quanel had threatened to undercut Likhud's 
chances in June 23 elections. Separately, 
Israel criticized a U.N. statement regarding 
clashes in the occupied territories and said 
it showed the U.N. shouldn't take part in 
the Mideast talks. The Security council 
condemned last week's violence against 
Palestinians at a refugee camp. (The Wall 
Street Journal) 
Far right gain sharply in German 
State elections - immigration issue 
reason for protest vote 
GERMANY - Far-right parties scored 
surprising gains in two important regional 
elections, and politicians from established 
parties deplored theresults as shocking and 
dangerous. In the industrial state of Baden-
Wurttemberg, the rightist Republican party 
surpassed all expectations by winning 10.9 
percent of the vote. Christian-Democratic 
Premier Erwin Teufel will likely retain his 
office, but for the first time in 20 years, his 
party will have to rule in a coalition. An-
other rightist party, the German People's 
Union, won 6.3 percent in the north-Ger-
man farm-state of Schleswig-Holstein. 
These results, the strongest electoral show-
ing forGermany'srightists since the 1960s, 
come against a background of increasing 
support for far-right parties in other west-
European countries. Politicians from es-
tablished political parties acknowledge the 
explosive immigration issue has driven 
some voters toward radical parties. The 
asylum question has come to dominate 
domestic politics in Germany as more as 
1,000 refugees enter the country per day. 
No other land in western Europe receives 
even half that amount. Most are ultimately 
judged as ineligible for political asylum, 
but while their cases are pending, they live 
in Germany for months and often years at 
public expense. Many Germans blame them 
forcrime, unemploymentandhousing short-
ages. Although public anger has been ris-
ing, political leaders have been unable to 
agree on a solution. Chancellor Kohl and 
his supporters favor altering the constitu-
tion to restrict the right to asylum, but 
Social Democrats say that will notbe effec-
tive. A growing number of. officials are 
suggesting that Germany adopt a quota 
under which a limited number of foreigners 
would be allowed to settle each year, even 
if they had not been persecuted at home. By 
adopting such a system, however, Ger-
many would be accepting its status as an 
"immigration country." (The New York 
Times) 
World News edited by Matthias Dezes 
IBy Matthias Dezes 
Staff Writer 
Bill Clinton's victory in the primaries of 
New York, Kansas and Wisconsin is un-
doubtable. The big clearaixe the Governor 
ofArkansas had expected, however, failed 
because although Clinton was the victor in 
New York, the majority had voted against 
him. Twenty-six percent vent to Jerry 
Brown and Paul E. Tsongas even had 29 
percent, although he is no longer willing to 
run. 
Only in Kansas did Clinton win a solid 
majority; 51 percent of the Democratic 
voters decided on him. Like in New York, 
Brown landed on the third rank, behind 
Tsongas. 
If Clinton's recent success will be enough 
fora demarcheon the convention in July, is 
still doubted by analysts. They present fig-
uses that say that the voters are unhappy 
with the choices they have. Clinton is se-
verely criticized: According to surveys 
made in New York during the last week-
end, many people consider Clinton a char-
latan who tends to tell the people what they 
want to hear instead of the truth. Many 
stated that the Arkansas Govemorhas made 
himseifridiculous when he shaped the word 
about his experiments with marihuana: "I 
smoked, but I did not inhale." 
Analysts agree that until now any accusa-
tion passed "slick Willy" without severely 
damaging his image; but the criticism of 
the voters suggests that Clinton might lack 
the decisive votes in November. 
Summer Session 1992 Features 
/ Courses in all disciplines. 
/ Courses in all Core areas. 
This is supposingly the sorrow of many 
Democratic voters. According to a New 
York survey of voters leaving their poffing 
places, almost two thirds ofthe Democratic 
voters said they wished that other candi-
dates than Clinton or Brown were running 
- a phenomenon that occurred already in 
previous primaries. Even 55 percent of 
those who had voted for Clinton said they 
wished more choices. The strong showing 
forTsongas is considered as another sign of 
disContenL 
The Seattle Times recently brought the 
voters' concerns to the point: The best 
possible candidates are not running be-
cause they the fear the mudslinging of elec-
tion campaigns. 
On the other hand, among the ones who 
are running, Clinton seems the most likely 
candidate. Fifty-seven percent ofall demo-
cratic voters in New York and Wisconsin 
think, according to a Voter Research and 
Surveys poll, that Clinton is level-headed 
and practical enough to be president, 
whereas only 39 percentbelieve that Brown 
is capable of that. 
Instead, Brown is considered a little more 
honest: 49 percent of the questionedin New 
Yorkbclieve thatClinton has enough integ-
rity and honesty, 52 percent in New York 
and 61 percent in Wisconsin stated that 
they considered Brown honest enough. 
Therefore, Clinton is ahead, but not far 
enough to be a convincing front-runner. 
Campaign Update 
Clinton rallies voters in New York, 
Kansas, Wisconsin behind his flags 
Pere ial 
Excellence at the University of Puget Sound 
Summer Session at Puget Sound enables you to enrich your education by 
finally enrolling in that special course; Stay on track for graduation by taking 
one or two courses; devote yourselfto an especially difficult course withou 
the distractions of a full academic schedule; attend school while working-
classes are offered in six-week blocks of time with some scheduled in the 
evening. -Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992. 
/ Courses which meet prerequisites for classes offered next year. 
/ Outstanding Puget Sound faculty. 
/ Twenty-five percent tuition reduction. 
/ Work-study preference given to Puget Sound students enrolled in 
Suniner Session. 
Tuition 
Tuition is charged on a per unit basis in the Summer Session. For 
Summer 1992, tuition is $1190 for one unit, $2380 for 10 units, and 
$2975 for 25 or 3.0 units. A unit is equivalent to 6 quarter hours or 4 
semester hours of credit. 
Admission 
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting 
program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes. 
Registration 
Students may register in advance by mail or UI)  until the first day of any 
class. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992. 
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to go to, with what mechanisms they can 
change things, how they can get money for 
a new program or idea they have. Next year 
we'll have an innovation fund. Any student 
with an idea, something that they want to 
do, they can make a proposal to the finance 
committee and through that they can be 
allocated money to do- whatever. If it's 
legitimate, if it brings something to cam-
pus, if it meet's our mission, I'll fund it. 
Aren't these goals idealistic? 
Much of this does sound fairly idealistic. 
You want to best serve the students, to best 
provide opportunities, things outside of 
class. That's hard to do. You have 2800 
distinctly different people. . . this is a very 
diverse campus. We'll be able to better do 
so as more and more students understand 
how they can come to ASUPS. 
How will the new zero-based budgeting 
system work? 
Essentially, we're not going to look at 
how much clubs andorganizations received 
last year. They will go through the budget 
process, they will justify and request every-
thing they want for next year. . . and if it's 
legitimate, and if it's going to make things 
better, they'll get the money. The school is 
on a zero-based budget. . . it's borrowed 
from the school's budget system." 
Herman Wesrreich has commented that 
one issue the senate should address is "why 
[they] should be funding some things that 
the university should be funding." (The 
Trail, February 6, 1992). What, in your 
opinion, should ASUPS be funding, and 
what should the University be funding? 
It's a grey area. Because of the fact we've 
got a constantly changing student popula-
tion, I'm not sure if that's ever where you 
could say, "This is ASUPS, this is Univer-
sity." I think there's some areas where we 
share. Cultural events is a good example. 
It's a fine line. We're all doing the same 
thing here. ASUPS is another department 
of this school. - it'spurpose and mission is  
to serve the students. Our angle, and the 
things that we support in order to serve the 
students is different, [but] we're all here to 
provide education. 
Is there anything rhatyou thinkASUPS is 
funding right now that they shouldn't be 
funding? 
Dances. Dances committee. . . is a use of 
the student's money that is not serving their 
needs. That money could be put into other 
programs, where you get bands and then 
students could dance there, but to get DJ's 
is not effective. Now special events, that's 
your homecoming dance and spring week-
end, that's something separate. Those I 
think have the potential to be big events, 
also like] Mistletoast, and Casino Night. 
In your profile in "Get to Know Your 
ASUPS Candidates," in the February 20 
issue of The Trail, you said, "We tend to 
break up into little subcultures, many of 
which are untapped... as far as resources  
dews 
do you think the presence of the Greek 
systemplays in the divisioizor umfication of 
the campus? 
We'd like to unite the campus and get 
leadershipfrom differentresouites, to draw 
JF(/ Panhellenic, to draw RHA into the 
programs and things that we're doing, to 
draw into the various clubs. [For] example, 
we're thinking ofdoing a streetdance, early 
next year, block off Lawrence, open the 
entire university, and there's talk of a pos-
sible collaboration... Another possibility is 
to request certain weekends [as] no Greek 
functions, and then have opportunities for 
all-campus events. Actually right now 
there's movements within the Greek sys-
tem to do that. 
What are your thoughts on leadership? 
You can be a leader without having a title, 
in fact some of the best leaders are the ones 
who don't have a title, the ones who go into 
a situation, learn something from it, and 
Page 3 
me are very self-aware, aware of their 
surroundings, the effect they have on their 
surroundings, the effect the circumstances 
have on them. In a lot of cases, being a 
leader consists of awareness, of vision, of 
insight. They're all intangibles. . . in a lot 
of cases it's contingent upon the situation. 
The most important thing for me to keep in 
mind in doing this job is yeah, I have a lot 
of responsibilities, yeah, I have the power 
to make a lot ofdecisions, but I'm a student. 
Leading your peers and making decisions 
of leadership concerning your peers, that's 
different than other situations too. 
How do you use your sense of humor in 
your leadership? 
It's essential! Humor is a wonderful com-
irninicative tool. In any situation, initially 
there's tension. The first time you meet 
someone, anytime you're in a group, there's 
tension Humor is another art...It makes a 
job fun ... I think it's very important to be 
[. AsYou Lke it 
The 1992 Oregon Shakespeare Festival. 
February 26th through November 2nd. 
2h7M7 
We knowyou'I! likeit. A superb production of 
modern playwrights and some ofShakespeare's best. 
PACKAGES INCLUDE: Roundtrip airfare to 
Medford • Two nights accommodations & taxes 
• One play ticket • Airport transfers • Festival 
transfers • Special rates for extra nights. 
0 	
For reservations call your travel agent or 
: 	 Horizon Air at 1-800-547-9308. 
, 
HOLIDAYS 
Prices are per person, double occupancy Extra nights available. Changes and canceiladon penaltIes 
Prices are subject to change without notice. Advance purchase, avaijability and other restrictions app'y 
The University Jazz Band b1cv some 
SnoI.ing ja z with Louis Belison on 
Match JO and we h(te the photos to 
prove it. Caught in the action arc: 
(cloczbvacjrornright) Brent Binge with 
the horn section, tony (Jomez I I/iou 
Waidron, and Kelly Kenney. 
LEARN ABOUT LAW SCHOOL 
Informational Meeting and Admissions Fair 
Time: Monday, April 13, 1992 
4 pm to 7 pm 
Place: Meany Tower Hotel, Condon Room 
4507 Brooklyn Avenue NE 
Seattle, WA 
Admissions fair allows you to talk to the law school recruiters and 
pick up application forms and literature on their schools. 
PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS 
All participating law schools are approved by the American Bar Association 
California Western 
Golden Gate 
Gonzaga University 
Lewis and Clark College 
Pepperdine 
Santa Clara University 
Southwestern University 
University of Puget Sound 
University of San Diego 
University of San Francisco 
Whittier College 
Willamette University 
Open to al/students and alumni of colleges and universities in this area 
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Learn to scuba dive for 
$85 and get college credit 
Call 588-8368 
PRO DIVERS SUPPLY 
9109 Veterans Dr. SW, Tacoma 
Open Monday - Saturday 
12-8 
Cultural Events presents 
The Bozo Artz Duo 
Friday, April 10 
Jacobson Recital Hall 
Music and Mayhem, as a classical vocal 
recital turns into a symphony of slip-
ups, setbacks, and hilarity! The duo and 
a certain hapless volunteer unleash a 
comedic performance for old and 
young! 
Tours and Travels presents 
Oregon 
COast Trip 
April 10-12 
Tours and Travels sponsors a spring 
getaway to the Oigon Coast, including 
stops in Seaside and Cannon Beach. A 
great getaway for a bargain. Contact 
Lisa at x3367, or the information center 
for further details. 
ASUPS D 
The Spring 
Datwe 
fecuuring 
the Beatni&s 
Saturday, April 11, 9 pm 
Great Hall, $2 w/ASB card 
After great music by the northwest's 
hottest dance band, two lucky winners 
will leave with an expense paid trip to 
Las Vegas! 
Lectures presents 
Sex therapist 
MARTY KLEIN 
April13, 8pm, 
Rotunda, Free 
You may have seen him on Geraldo or 
Donahue, or read over 150 of his articles 
on sex and relationships in Redbook, 
Playboy, Modern Bride, and the New 
Physician. He speaks on making relation-
ships work, and the new rules of the 
decade. 
Student Programs presents 
Parents' 
Weekend '92 
Thursday, April 23 
- 
Sunday, April 26 
The weekend features many activities 
including the School of Music's annual 
celebration, Collage, on Friday night and 
Hui-O-Hawaii's fabulous Spring Luau 
dinner and show on Saturday. For more 
information, call Amanda Fox at x3367. 
WANT TO BE MORE THAN A SPECTATOR? 
APPUCATIONS ARE NOW BEING 
ACCEPTED FOR PROGRAM 
CHAIRPERSONSHIPS AND COMMITFEES. 
PICK UP AN APPLICATION FORM IN THE 
ASB OFFICE! 
['1 
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Environmental crusader Lou Gold campaigns for Northwest 
I. 
El 
I. 
JBy Jenny Apple 
News Assistant 
How does a politics professor from Chi-
cago become a crusader for ancient forests 
in the Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon? 
That was one question environmental ac-
tivist Lou Gold answered in his presents-
tion Thursday, April 2, in the Great Hall. 
For a little over five years, Gold has been 
delivering his conservation message with 
slides of the Oregon wilderness and stones 
of its beauty, complexity, value, and present 
destruction. 
To open his talk, he described his own 
transformation into an environmentalist. 
"When I was a kid growing up my idea of 
wilderness was the Garfield Park lagoon," 
Gold told his audience. 
Gold's ambition as a child was to go to 
New York City, a dream that he realized as 
he completed his graduate work in city 
politics at Columbia University. He finally 
found himself teaching urban politics and 
American government at the University of 
Illinois. 
He recalls, "Eventually I got sick and 
tired of doing that ... 1 never wanted to sit 
through another faculty meeting again in 
my life." 
"Basically what I wanted to do was run 
away, and I wanted to see something other  
than cornfields," he explained. 
Gold had his eye on the West Coast, and, 
looking for a place "relatively distant from 
metropolitan areas," he pinpointed the 
Siskiyou Mountains, located north of the 
Oregon-California border. 
When he arrived in the Pacific Northwest 
nine and one-half years ago, he was awed 
by the old-growth forest that he encoun-
tered there. But his new friends told him 
thatthe gianttrees were soon to be cut down 
and replaced with Douglas fir tree farms. 
"That was the straw that broke the camel's 
back," recalled Gold, and he commenced 
sitting in front of bulldozers to save Bald 
Mountain, one of the threatened areas. 
"With no prior background, or experi-
ence, or training in the subject I became an 
overnight environmentalist," he said. 
Gold soon felt compelled to learn about 
the issues and see the place he was trying to 
protect. He headed up Bald Mountain to 
"do a wilderness vigil." Finding the re-
mains of an abandoned Forest Service fire 
tower strewn about like a garbage dump, he 
resolved himself to cleaning up the moun-
tain. Passing hikers, supporting his efforts, 
supplied him with food so that he could 
prolong his stay. Soon Gold found himself 
on the mountaintop for 56 straight days. 
see GOLD page 12 
"The bears don't write letters, and the owls don't vote," said Lou Gold, who has been 
striving to protect and save Bald Mountain. Gold spoke in the Great Hall on April 2. 
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There are hundreds 
of questions on the 
GMAT GRE and LSAT 
This checklist will help 
you answer all of themN 
vi Kaplan makes test prep convenient. With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the odds are we'll be ready to teach when and I 
	 where you need us to be there. 
[Vim
EVIN
1vi
Kaplan helps you manage your time. 
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help 
you recognize stumbling blocks early on, before 
they hurt your performance. 
Kaplan offers the best value. 
Our courses are competitively priced and offer the 
complete preparation that has helped more students get 
into the school of their choice than anyone else. 
Kaplan is the industry leader. 
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates 
prove we've got the expertise and resources it 
takes to help students succeed. 
Free Diagnostic test available. Center open 
seven days a week. 1107 NE 45th Street 
#440 in Seattle. Call collect 206-632-0634. 
Kc7plan Test Prep 
The Answer 
© 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd. 
I ECIassifieds 
FOR SALE: SHARP LAPTOP PC 4500, 
dual floppy, Microsoft 1.05, MS DOS 
3.21, with carrying case and battery 
backup, plus Epson Apex 80 
Actionprinter (dot matrix). ALL FOR 
ONLY $525!!! Call Barbara@ 572-7116. 
HONDA ELITE 50 S. Fun, fast and 
economical. Good summer transportation. 
$400 or best offer. Call Allen at x4040. 
ROOM IN HOUSE. $300 per month. 
Near busline, easy freeway access. South 
Tacoma area. Quiet, responsible female 
student. Likes animals. Non-smoker, non-
drinker. Call for interview, leave message: 
473-2974. 
MUS" SELL NOW: IBM compatible 
personal computer in great condition for 
only $200. Comes complete with hard 
drive, software, and printer. Interested? 
Call the Alpha Kappa Psi Business 
Fraternity at 756-3443. 
WANTED: Soccer coach for a boys' under 
11 team for fall outdoor soccer season. 
These boys have played together for three 
years and are very dedicated. Co-coaching 
duties include skills training once a week 
and presence at the Saturday game. Call 
858-7124 and leave a message. 
FOR SALE 6+ bedroom, 3 bath, 2 
kitchens - home 5 blocks from U.P.S. - 
$129,000 - call JoAnne Barnett - 537-
2726 - Windermere Real Estate. 
Do you need extra graduation tickets? If 
so, call 756-0451 after 5 p.m. 
ADVERTISE with Trail Classifieds. It 
only costs $2.25 for up to 15 words. Each 
additional word is 15. Interested? If so, 
mail what you would like your ad to say 
along with a check payable to the UPS 
TRAIL to "The Trail Classifieds, 1500 N. 
Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416." You may 
also drop your ad and check in campus 
mail or bring them to the Trail office 
across from the Pizza Cellar. 
______ 
Coinmevxiczent Bay 
I 	 'Beereakfast 
Private FUl Bath 
W E3 Bay andMountaln View 
II I I •I 	 ReIaxInqflotTub 
Cozy Fi(Qce 
I 	 752-817S.011 9pm) 
a 
(above) Centerfielder Leslie Via lays down a bunt against visling Willamette Univcersily. 
(below) Pitcher Melody Stanley thew a no hitter against Willarnette on Friday. 
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Loggers split pair with Lutes, Slotemaker homers 
40 
UBy Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
Winning a game on the Lutes home turf is 
no easy task. Pacierfic Lutheran seldom 
lets visitors escape with a victory. 
But the Loggers managed to grab one 
from the Lutes Wednesday afternoon, win-
ning the second game ofa (loubleheacicr, 3-
1. The Lutes took the first game 6-1. 
Pitcher Mary Ross came ofage with the 
victory over the Lutes. Ross who was Out 
most of last year with a back injury, has 
added much-needed depth to Puget Sound's 
pitching staffand on Wednesday it was her 
time to shine. Ross held the Lutes powerful 
offensive team to just one lone run in the 
bottom of the sixth inning. 
"Weknew Mary was a good pitcher," said 
Puget Sound coach Robin Hamilton. "And 
she really played well today." 
Pua' Ala Soares got things going for the 
Loggers offensively, scoring Jill Kallas on 
a single up the middle in the top of the third 
inning. 
In the top of the fourth, catcher Michele 
Slotomaker gave Puget Sound some breath-
ing room, blasting a two-run shot over the 
12 foot fence 215 feet clown the line. The 
ball curved just inside the foul pole and 
scored Ross, who got on with a lead off 
single. 
The Lutes scorecd one run in the sixth. 
And in the seventh with runners on first and 
second, Pacific Lutheran looked to be 
knocking on the door OflCC again, but Soares 
double play stamped out any chance of a 
Lute rally. 
In the first game Melody Stanley suffered 
her third defeat of the season, as the Lutes 
erupted for five runs in the first inning and 
another in the second. Stanley had two 
walks in the first inning. 
The Lutes had nine hits in the first game 
and held the Logger offense to just three 
hits. Puget Sound and Paci lie Lutheran met 
seven times last season with Pacific 
Lutheran winning the series 4-3. However, 
the Loggers won the game that counted the 
most, defeating Pacific Lutheran 8-7 in the 
championship game of the district tourna-
ment last spring. 
Over the weekend, the Loggers swept 
Willamette University. In the first game, 
Stanley continued her superb pitching per-
formance, throwing a no-hitter against the  
from the #2 doubles LIndeni of Karvle 
Kramer and Meghan Volkman, winning a 
marathon 3-set match 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. The 
Loggers record now stands at 7-6 overall 
and 3-2 in district action. 
Track & Field 
TheLoggermen and women's track team 
competed at the Lewis Clark College In vi-
tational last Saturday and found the meet to 
be a competitive one. The Logger women 
came in third with 90 team poinLs behind 
Pacific Lutheran University, which ran away 
with the team title amassing 214 points. 
The University of Portland Lotaled two 
points more than the Loggers to take run-
ner-up honors with 92 points. The men's 
team finished sixth in a highly competitive 
seven-team field with 45 poinLs. 
On the men's side, the Loggers top sho'v-
ing wasby Tim Herron who came in second 
in the triple Jump. Nicholas Hoyer came in 
third in the Pole Vault while Pugct Sound's 
Matt Marts earned two fourth place fin-
ishes (400 meter hurdles and nO meter  
hih hurdles). 
Ann Grande led the women's contingent, 
qual ifying for the NAJA national meet with 
her performance in the 3,000 meter race. 
Grande finished third with a time of 
10:14.36. The Logger women had good 
individual showings from both Wanda 
Howlei.t and Kirsten Braithwaite. Howlett 
placed fourth in both the 1500 meter run 
and 3000 meter run while Braithwaite fin-
ished second in the 400 meter hurdles and 
fourth in the 100 meter hurdles. 
Tennis Star Contracts Aids 
Wednesday morning, Arthur Ashe an-
nounced that he had contracted the AIDS 
virus through blood tranfusion during open-
heart surgery in 1983. 
Ashc 's wife Jeanne and daughter Camera 
have not contracted the virus. 
Ashe was the first black to make a big 
impact in the game oftennis. In 1963, Ashe 
became the first black to make the United 
States Davis Cup team. In 1968 Ashe won 
the U.S. open and in 1975 he won 
Wimbicton. 
Bearcats at Peck Field on Friday. Stanley 
recorded seven strikeouts and walked one 
in seven innings of work in a 3-0 victory. 
In the second game Ross picked up the 
victory with a2-0 shutout over Willamette. 
Tarn Brown led the Loggers offensively, 
knocking in four of the five runs in the 
doubleheader against the visiting Beaivats. 
"We were playing the best ball we have 
played all year," said Hamilton about the 
Willamette series. 'We were just starting 
to geton a roll until the rain out. However, 
were still excited about the seascn." 
The Loggers, 9-5 overall, 2-2 in district 
one, will travel to Warner Pacific on Sat -
urday. Then, on Sunday the Loggers will 
make a journey to Simon Fraser Univer-
sity for a crucial two-game district onc.  
match-up. 
Loggerfine 
Thurs: April 9 
	
Golf vs. UPS invitational Firerest 	 1:00 p.m 
Friday April 10 	 Golf vs UPS invitational Ficrest 	 7:30 a.m. 
Women's tennis vs. U. ofPortland 	 Home 3:00 p.m. 
Men's Tennis at Lewis-Clark College 
	
Away 6:00 p.m. 
Track & Field at WWU Invitational 	 Away ThA 
Sat. April 1 1 	 Baseball vs. Concordia College (DH) 	 Bums NOON 
Men's Tennis vs. Whitworth College 	 Home 1 1:00a.m. 
Softball at Warner Pacific College 	 Away 1 1:00a.m. 
Women's Tennis at Whilinan CoIl. 	 Away 2:00p.m. 
Crew at Oregon State University Classic 	 Away 
Sun. April 12 	 Softball at Simon Fraser University (DII) Away 1:00 p.m. 
Baseba!! atNBI ofCanada(DH) 	 Away 1:00p.m. 
Women's Tennis at Central Washington Away 1:00 
Track & Field at NAIA Dist.1 Multi-events Away ThA 
Mon. April 13 	 Track & Field at NAIA Dist.1 Multi-events Away ThA 
Golf at Green River CC 
	
Away 1:30 
Tues. April 14 	 Tennis at Pacifi ic Lutheran Away 	 2:30 p.m. 
Wed. April 15 	 Softball vs PU. J Peck Field (DH) 	 2:00 p.m. 
Tennis 	 man Brent Chin won both his single and 
The Logger tennis tea took a slim 5-4 	 doubles matchesagainstWhitman and leads 
district win on the road this week against 	 the Loggers with a 17-6 combined singles 
Whitman college in Walla Walla, Wash- 	 and doubles record, including 7-2 in district 
ington while the women lost to the Univer- 	 action. 
sity of Oregon Ducks 8-I at the Tennis 	 Coach Doug Gardner and the women's 
Pavilion in matches played last week. 	 tennis team faced an NCAA Division I 
Coach Steve Bowen and the Puget Sound 	 school for the third time in two weeks, 
men's squad, wh ich upped its season record 
	 losing this time to the Ducks ofthe Univer- 
to 9-4 overall and 4-2 in District I play, 	 sity of Oregon from Eugene. The Loggers 
scored wins in three singles matches and 	 were unable to post any single wins as the 
twodoubles against the Mi ssionanes. Fresh- 	 team's lone victory over the Ducks came 
01 
s- I 
C 
$ 
5 
1. 
Athlete of the Wk 
Gra/lC/e /)('(lkS at rig/it ti/ne 
UBy Karyle Kramer 
Staff Writer 
OnePuget Sound runner is 	 u ir uriti ccl a 
lanelnthc30(X)mctLrracL atthL N itin'l 
toumamenhinMay. AttheLewis&Clark 
Invitational last weekend 	 Ann Grande 
beat the 10 15 qualifying time and in do 
ing so earned Athlete ofthe W 	 k honnrs 
Ann and h&1 .1Logger teammates ran ' 
against seven other teams, mainly from 
Oregon. Overall, she placed third in the • 
30)0 meters. . 
As a senior last year, Ann expericnced..  
whateveryathietekars 	 i s. ion lull of 
injuries. In fact, she in issed SO much ()Ithe - •- 	 • 
season that she rcdhirtd 	 me inmg the 
year did not count as one of the four years  
she was eligible to run. more di'wnce runriel 
I 
1W h 
for as 
J. 	 b..... -" '- -""' 
I Therapy program and is 
, 
said. 
the chance to run her final Alihough At 
Sound. 	 The long (hstarlCe 30(X) meters, si 
.s Moincs,Washington has meters and th 
incc her first year in high now Ann is f 
)pCS to join the Wonien's knows she wi] 
ne in Tacoma after Nation- May. 
"I Just want 
)tnin, Ann also rccognues her goals. "lh 
icr teammates. ill want to ph 
i really good group of fresh- fun, since this 
't have too many sprinters - college." 
I. u1rr (11lIII1. l,,(ipnl 	 nconlcwehavewe're 
been runnin 
school, and 
Running Le, 
als. 
As team C 
the efforts c 
"We've g 
men. Wed 
,, - 
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Puget Sound baseball suffers through roller coaster year 
H 
lBy Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
It's tough to win gameswhen things aren't 
going your way. Just ask the Puget Sound 
baseball team, who lostanother tough game 
Wednesday afternoon to cross-town rival 
Pacific Lutheran University 8-3. 
The Loggers outhitthe Lutes butcouldn't 
get the base runners across the plate. Case 
in point: In the top of the fifth inning, 
catcher Mark Malnar hit a a bomb to left- 
center field bounced off the top of the fence 
at the 358 feet mark and bounced back into 
play. Malnar ended up with a triple instead 
of a home run and Puget Sound failed to 
drive him in. 
"A lot of things just aren't going right for 
us," said Logger coach Russ Anderson. 
"We're just not getting the job done." 
The Lutes got on board first, scoring two 
runs in the bottom of the first inning and 
another one in the second, giving Pacific 
Lutheran a 3-0 lead. The Loggers came 
back with a run in the fourth and two in the 
CD 
' 	 sixth to tie the game at 3 apiece. But the 
. " 
41 
iT 
Junior pitcher JeffMartin winds up. 
Lutes scoredanother tworuns in the bottom 
of the sixth to pull away from Puget Sound. 
Over the weekend, Puget Sound lost two 
of three district one contests to Whitman 
College in Walla Walla. In the first game 
LiBy Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
Racism in sports is nothing new under the 
Sun. It has been an issue in 
sports ever since James 
Naismith invented basket-
ball or little kids began to 
play stick ball in the street. 
The problems ofracism in 
sports have slowly been 
- overcome. There is still 
progress to be made, barn-
ers to be broken, walls to be 
However, it would seem 
us idea of "progress" suf-
red a major setback at the 
ncIs ofUniversity of Wash-
tgton men's basketball 
)actl Lynn Nance. 
I Nance, in his third year at 
the University ofWashington, was charged 
on March 7th of being racist. In an eight 
page letter by Andrew and Carol Woods to 
University of Washington president Wil-
ham Gerberding, Nance was accused of 
treating black players differently - worse 
- than white players. 
The Woods are the parents of Andy 
Woods, who along with team captain 
Quentin Youngblood, were asked not to 
come back next season for the Huskies. 
Woods was a walk-on. Youngblood was 
recruited to the University of Washington 
by Nance. 
Some of the allegations mentioned in the 
letter are as follows: 
. Rumors had it that Nance told players 
notto wear"X" hats or "X" T-shirts, saying 
only that he maintains a standard that the 
locker room is not the place for political 
expression. Nance also discontinued per-
sorial notes in gameprograms after reading 
last year several players regarded Malcom 
x as a hero. 
. Nance, a former FBI operative, is an 
admirer of J. Edgar Hoover, the same man 
who tried to put a stop to Martin Luther 
King Jr. and Civil Rights Movement. 
. Black players on the University of 
Washington's basketball team received sig-
nificantly lessplaying time than white play-
ers. 
Nance maintains that he never debated 
the merits of Malcoin X with junior guard 
Quentin Youngblood. 
Youngblood, Nance said, "told me I rep- 
the Loggers were shutout 5-0. However, in 
the second game Puget Sound went up 4-0 
and held off a late Missionary charge to 
preserve a4-3 victory. 
Scott Smith relieved starter Todd Bay in 
the bottom of the seventh with the bases 
loaded. Smith gave up a two-run single 
before forcing Whitman into a double play 
to end the game. 
Second baseman Justin Maloof led the 
Loggers offensively, batting 3-for-4 at the 
plate and scoring three of Puget Sound's 
four runs. 
The next day, Puget Sound lost a 7-4 
contest to conclude the three-game series. 
TheLoggers were sporadic offensively until 
the sixth inning, but by that time Whitman 
led 5-0. Jason Olson (1-3) suffered the loss, 
C- 
 giving up four runs before being relieved 
by Brad Loveless. Maloofand Malnar each 
had two hits apiece. 
The intensity level isn't there." Anderson 
said. "In stead offinding ways to win games, 
were looking for ways to lose." 
The Loggers will try and turn things around 
this weekend, hosting Concordia College 
on Saturday for a double header, which 
starts at Noon. 
resented the while slave master who had 
oppressed the black male for centuries. 
"I was,' he said, 'part of a conspiracy 
among politicians, the business commu-
nity, and educators to deny the black male 
his rights to education and equality,"Nance 
said. "I mcognize that this is a legitimate 
political view held by many people, and I 
respect anyone's right to it. 
f informccl Quentin, nowever, or me 
implications within the team if politically 
divisive positions and literature were 
brought into the locker room. My reaction 
would have been the same had Richard 
Manning wanted to put up a picture of 
George Bush. 
Oh, please. I can't really imagine Nance 
making a big stink about some player tap-
inga pictureof president George Bush with 
the slogan "A Thousand Points of Light," 
or a "Kindler, Gentler Nation" tacked un-
Jer it. 
Just the thought of a person calling you a 
racist causes a person to repel, or curl up in 
a ball. It makes you defensive and anxious. 
It was not that long ago, just after WWII 
in 1947,whena man named Jackie Robinson 
broke the color line and became the first 
black man in major league baseball. Ironi-
cally,4() years later, AlCampanis,theGen-
eral Manager of the same organization who 
brought Robinson into the major leagues, 
made comments about blacks not having 
"the necessary skills" to be general manag-
ens in the game of baseball. 
It is true, that sports can bring both black, 
and wh i te, Jew and gentile , together for the 
sake of one common goal: winning. What 
we must not forget is the same sport that 
now brings America's melting pot together 
once excluded certain dark members of the 
pot from participating in America's favor-
ite past time. 
Several former black players for Nance 
have come to his defense. And Nances' ex-
daughter-in-law, who is black, has also 
supported Nance. Even black players on 
the University of Washington Basketball 
team have not fully supported the letter by 
the Wocds' family. 
The allegations on Nance look to beblown 
out of proportion - a case where strict 
discipline was mistaken for racist policies. 
Nevertheless, we must still deal with the 
possibility of racism leaking back into the 
sports. 
%5P 
nng SP ort4  
Sports still infected with racism 
going on while the audience has angst over 
the not exploding donut. You had to'bc 
there. Four stars. 
The Killer Inside Me: Stoney Blindguy 
Productions. Great soundtrack, simulated 
sex. Teddy bears kill a guy who likes to 
punch them. Lots of walking around and 
door answering. Three stars. 
The Confrontation: Rough Draft Produc-
tions. This one took the coveted golden 
camera award, and justly so. Two 
tl; heresque guys with butterfly knives 
look around for each other and then play 
Trivial Pursuit in a racquetball court. Great 
camera work (what was that shot in front of 
Jones?), another good soundtrack. Wasted 
cigarettes, four and 1/2 stars. 
Where's Philbo?: Alpha Psi Omega just 
used its own name in producing this film. 
Lots of vigorous mashing, great narration. 
We look for Philbo (Waldo parallels, see?) 
around the UPS campus. We find hj,m, for 
C) instance, in an open field. Philbo took third 
- place. Three stats because they should have 
) had Phil do it. 
Tørvald Takes Tacoma: by the Li'l Patti- 
- archs. What happened to the toast scene? 
Tørvald (afull-fiedgedkindly Viking) wan-
ders around Tacoma Mall. Old Yeller is an 
octogenarian screaming himself hoarse at 
Point Defiance. Oneofmy favorites, if only 
for the precise focus outside the Cinnabon. 
Third place, four stars. 
Professionalism:A documentary: Mother 
non-judged Campus Films production. 
More inside jokes, I think. Steamy eating-
popcom-off-yer-pelvis scene. Two stars. 
So I'm not Siskel and Ebert. This story 
was worth .08333... units. If you didn't 
make it to Foolish Pleasures this year, go 
next year. It's worth it, if only for the plush 
seating and the chance to hear yourself and 
your friends insulted by nervous comics in 
45 
4 
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Foolish Pleasures, 
iBy Cathy Coan 
	 two stars out of, say, five. 
Staff Writer 	 Dave's Home Remedies: Dave and 
Well, 1992's Foolish Pleasures (the 
	
Leemerproducedthisone.Basicy,Dave 
world'slargest8mm film festival, youknow) 
	
is sick (I think this was Dave. It might 
	 best scenes in the festival was the pet being 
was a smashing success. I was there, andnot have been Leemer) and Leemer (or Dave) 
	 dragged along on a pieceofsiring and dipped 
onlybecausel have to write three storiesfor 
	
PUtS a paper bag over his head (environ- 
	 into a crock pot. This might tell you some- 
the Trail to get the extra 
.25unitslneedtogradu- 	 . . .. 	 . -------- - . :.- 
	 ----- - 
ate. I was there for the 
	 . 	 . . . 
sheer joy of it. I hadn't 
 
been to the festivals since 
	 . 
I was a freshman (not 
	 . 	 . 
because I didn't want to 
go... Iwasanathletefort 	 , .. . 
while), and let me just . 	 . 
say here that the seating 
	 ... . 	 . , 
has certainly improved. 
 Lately there's been a 
	 .. 
controversy regardin 
Trai1membersrevjewjii 	 . 
performancesoncampu.. 
	
a 	
: 
so just to make it clear. 
	
PW (I 
THE FOLLOWING 
 
COMMENTS AREN() I k - 
REVIEWS. Jnfact,itwas 
all I could do to write 
 down the names and pro- 
 
sonal names. Eleven film .. 	
I u(.lzerundI'ul McKernofRoughbrafil'roducgio,is accept the Golden Ca,ncraAwardformc Confrontation John were offered for the view- 
ing pleasure of a fairly 
large and not at all surly audience, only nine 
	
mentally conscious media, gotta love it), 
	 thing of the aesthetics here at the Trail. Two 
of which were judged (two were produced stuffs him in the oven, and runs him over and 1/2 
by the Campus Films crew, who contrib- with a car. Definite theme here, 
	 Sex,Lies,andMoresexPmducedbyTowel 
uted punctual chants during Kermit Apio's 
	
homepathetic message, funnier than most 
	 Rods. Sex subtly explored the private habits 
sort-of-funny but slightly sexist and 
	
skits on SaturdayNightLive lately. Three 
	 of Jeffrey Dahmer on hidden video. The 
homophobic comic emceeing). Soherethey 
	
StfS. 	 symbolic title pointed to the nuances inher- 
are, the synopses (i.e. NOT REVIEWS). 
	 Captain Awesome and Megadude vs. 
	 ent in the relationship between the emer- 
Ed's Film 2 314: Ed Again. Produced by The Pope of Power: Friendly Films did gence of the modem novel and the gradual 
Illuminati, presumably a group of Tuscan this one, which basically hinged on some- 
	 dehumanizationofsupermarkets. Come on- 
bishops, Ed's Film was a smattering of fun 
	
one literally tossing cookies (much easier 
	 there's nothing funny in watching people'get 
and a few moments which must have been to clean up than the metaphor). The pope ht. m 
inside jokes. Maybe if I had seen Ed's first 
	
visits Chernobyl, gets eerie and evil pow- 
	 Untitled: Campus Films produced this 
few films I'd have understood this one 
	
ers, and attacks UPS for its Methodist 
	 unjudged addition to the program, which 
better. Among the smatter were a Termina- 
	 affiliation. The Captain and thedudebeam . was actually one of the best. A guy rides 
toc spoof, a wacky date in which the eligible 
	
him with a cookie and save the day. Nice 
male ends up with the Energizer rabbit dogy two stars 
disguised as my grandmother, and some 
out-of-focus moments which I think were 
clever underwater scenes. If I were review-
ing the film (WHICH I'M NOT) I'd give it 
Documentary of the Chia Burrito Pet: 
Kumquat Productions thought it up. It's a 
burnto with beansprouts you can buy at 
the SUB, and it's addictive. One of the ASUPS Dances Presents... 
_4 • _ •i 
e 
Beatniks 
the Northwests most popular Dance Band 
Win an All-Expense Paid SAT, APRIL 11, 1992 
trip for two to 9:00 PM - MIDNITE 
LAS VEGAS ' IN THE GREAT HALL 
Airfare, hotel accommodations for 4 $2 WI UPS ID 
nights, and Ground transportation. W/out 
. \1,,t bt present and a UPS 	 tud,,t to 	 in k 
<$tcJtT SOUNO ototon . 	 €A5 - tNTtRIAOWINI 	 I ,_) TUDENT 	 I ROGRAMS 
n 
* 
'I 
to 
ANKLE SPRAIN 
OR KNEE SPRAIN? 
Pacific Sports Medicine, in 
Tacoma, is conducting a clinical 
research study for people who have 
recently sprained their knee or 
ankle. 
You will receive up to $75 for 
completing this 3 visit study 
which includes FREE sprain exams 
and FREE study medication. 
If you or someone you know have 
sprained an ankle or knee within 
the past 40 hours, please call: 
Paul at 383-3643, 8am — 5pm or 
597-9926 for a 24 hour digital 
beeper. 
CD 
Hanna (Nadja Massura) and Lusha (Tia Pliskow) relive moments from their liberation from the Nazi concentration camp. 
EASY TO FIND 
.---- N.30TH 
! 
WINCHELS 
a. 
VOLUME I 	 SHOE 
I 	 KFC 
Visit Our Downtown Store 921 Pacific • 572.7821 
752=0141 
2719 North Pearl Tacoma 
I 
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War-torn family reunites in A Shayna Maidel 
ie 
I. 
I. 
I. 
r'T 
LO 
EJBy Jolinda Fontaine 
Intrepid Momlady. Qy. 
"I don't think A Shayna Maidel is about 
the Holocaust so much as it is about the 
circumstances surrounding a re-formation 
ofa family," said Jenn Bmwn of her senior 
directed project. "I have always been fasci-
nated by the effects ofthe Holocaust. I think 
everyone is in a morbid kind of way." In 
this way Bmwn fmds herself identifying 
with the character Rayzel Weiss (Sara Free-
man). Rayzel was brought to America from 
Poland by her father, Mordechai (Jeremy 
Roberson), leaving her mother and older 
sister behind. 
Mordechai was never able to bring the 
rest of his family over because of the De-
pression and the rise of Hitler. So Lusha 
(Tia Pliskow) and her mother, Liba (Eileen 
Ryan), were left to deal with the tunnoil in 
Europe during the 30's and 40's. 
A Shayna Maidel begins when the two 
sisters are reunited in Brooklyn after the 
war. Lusha is trying the leave the past 
behind 
her; she is 
disillu- 	 bI believe 
s i o n e d 
with the 	 Maidt'! IS Lus 
philoso- She has the c 
she per- 	 accept her i 
ceives to 
be inher- 	 move for' 
ant ;n r._ 
daism. 
Rayzel, who grew up in Brooklyn "playing 
stickball and eating mello rolls," discovers 
that there is so much she doesn't know or 
understand about her heritage. 
There's kind of a nice "river meets the sea 
metaphor" . overriding A Shayna Maidel. 
There is so much that has happened before 
the play begins. Intimations of the charac- 
ters' future after the lights go out are strong 
and hopeful. The audience is only shown 
the change-over 
between tile past 
I 	 and the future. iayna 	 Well, that's not 
'S story. 	 entirely true. 
Lusha is subject to 
rage to 	 fantasy interludes 
;t and 	 that illustrate her 
life before and af- 
rd." 	 terthewarwithher 
- 	 husband, Duvid 
(Brandon Starr) 
and her best friend, Hanna (Nadja Masura). 
"I believe theA Shayna Maidel is Lusha's 
story," said Brown. "She has the courage to 
accept her past and move forward." 
A Shayna Maidel opens Frithy April 10 
at 8p.m. in th e Inside Theatre. It continues 
Saturday with shows at 2 p.m and 8p.m. 
Tickets are $2 for students and $3 general.  
co 
Duvid (Brandon Starr) explains to Lusha 
that she is just another handout from her 
mother 
AThe Pulse ofthe ZeitgeistV 
•What's Nlac'on! doing these days? 
She was recen t! y on I ()Catiofl in Olympia, 
shooting her next movie, but what else 
has thcrnateria! cirl heen upto? Withour 
tongues presse' e'nst the quivering 
pu1scofthcZciteis'. we have foundout 
that she has been hnging around a cer-
tain gay bar-curn -strip ointin New York 
and has shot ~' \'idC/ cre. We're not 
fishing for conrovrsy, are we Ma'? 
'We've found it jr to keep our minds 
off ofsupermoc!e' !'!e1y. Just the other 
night we asked o'rcves: what's hap-
pcncd to Broo!<e? "c still remember 
thatvital bitof inforrwration shegave us in 
her College Book: Worry,' she said in 
that way she k'd,' i the Sleep Theif." 
Tell us about it..  So how about that Basic 
Instinct? Sexy, iisogynistic, very. 
Worthy of the conlrovcrsy? Not quite. 
We Z!'C it thr' n" r!• 
 live cigarettes.• 
t* 
lb flThJ 
Come see the Seattle Cossacks 
	 OP 	 NIN Motorcycle Stunt & Drill Team April 17th 
WE La 	
L ... 	 :• 
: PRI 1 7M 
"I 	 1P 
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Students: remember to offend 
Page 10 	 Opinions 	 Anril 9. 1992 
:Staff &1iiorial 	 OD 
PR poetry invades campus • 
Well, a beloved campus institution has disappeared. Anyone who's been here more than 
a year remembers that spring is the time of the housing Lottery. Well, no more; now we all 
participate in the Housing Selection Process. The process is exactly the same, but 
Residential Life has decided that the new name will alleviate our fears that we were all 
subject to the whims ofcruel andrandom fate. We also have three words where we had two. 
All over the campus we can see the same hand at work, replacing perfectly useful words 
and titles for ones written in a bland, soothing institutional dialect. Where we could have 
a Student Housing Office we have "Residential Life," which, I suppose, better suggests a 
giant comforting Mom for lonesome students. Where we could have an Orientation 
program we have "Preludes and Passages," which could easily be the title of Shirley 
MacLame's next book. Where we had "Casino Night" we have "Untouchable Class." You 
get the idea. 
Or sometimes you don't. If you don't look at the booklet it's hard to tell what a class in 
"Discovery of the Expressive Sell" could be about—interpretive dance? Meditation and 
backrubs? Drawing while in a Mantric trance? No, it turns out it's Acting 1 10—only we 
couldn't tell you that, because we want you to believe that, through this class, you will 
become empowered, impacted, and codependent no more. 
Of course, none of this is surprising from a country that calls the poor the"underprivileged" 
and bombing "tactical air strikes." Our only point is—why not go all the way? Why not call 
registration (such a nasty word) Discovery of Educational Distribution? Why not call the 
English department the Linguistic Development Community? If you have any answers, 
mail them to us and we'll put them in the next Weekly Informational Release. 
Far right gaining German ground 
• I 
0I 
01 
LIByJ.J. Coiquhoun 
Contributing Editor 
Who knows but that, on the lower fre-
quencies, I speak for you? - Ellison, Invis-
ible Man 
Is freedom of thought in danger on cam-
pus? Apart from the abstract notions of an 
oppressive Right or a factional Left, who 
stands as the greatest endangerment to free-
dom of thought? Whatstandardwouldcom-
prise an accurate index of the comparative 
freedom of thought on college campuses 
today? Simply a plurality and diversity of 
voices? 
The Arches Forum featured in the March 
1992 issue evinces all of these questions 
but provides few solid 
answers. However, 
the forum makes it 
painfully aware who 
the custodians of free 
thought are: the pro-
fessors themselves. 
All members of the 
panel agree that the 
notion of political cor-
rectness, once a divi-
sion within the left 
has been miscon- 
strued by the mass media as having omi-
nous, even terrifying, dimensions. Accord-
ing to the panelists, the so-called "P.C. 
movement" is not an organized and united 
effort to "bulldoze the Western canon" (A-
8). Rather, the current attitudes prevailing 
on campus stand as our best attempts to 
reinterrogate literature, history, and reality 
according to new evidence which has pre-
viously been left unheard, excluded, or on 
the margins. 
Despite the surface disagreements of 
Frank Cousens on the one hand and Bill 
Lyne on the other, the panel as a group 
contended that the purpose of a liberal 
education is an attempt to "come up against 
prejudices or evil preconceptions and rid 
the world ofthem" (A-9). Itseems apparent 
to the members of this panel that seeking a 
representational diversity of voices on a 
common philosophic theme or branch of 
cultural inquiry remains consistent with 
the goals of a liberal education. 
Contrary to the fears of the stubborn and 
paranoid, what is happening on college 
campuses today is far from a descent into  
an abyss ofcurricular confusion and moral 
relativism. The university need not be 
viewed as a modern tower of Babel. Nor 
does multiculturism necessarily always re-
sult in intellectual gheuoization. 
Instead, being a college student today can 
be as intellectually stimulating as it ever 
was. The modes of inquiry we bring to our 
studies today are far more variegated, subtle, 
interdisciplinary and heteroglossic than ever 
before. In short, we are "offending" whole 
epistemologies and ideologies in the best 
sense of the word. Admittedly, the univer-
sity becomes a much braver new world for 
having such creatures in it. 
Associate Academic Dean Terry Cooney 
closes the article claim-
ing that the "university 
must remain commit-
ted to maintaining the 
opportunity for differ-
ent points of view to be 
heard" (A-9). To all the 
panelists involved, 
freedom of thought as 
the professed ideal of a 
liberal education seems 
a nunutj tJIfl_.. 
But if our university 
is indeed committed to such a lofty goal 
perhaps political debates like thisone should 
not occur solely behind oaken and closed 
doors within the upper recesses of the Li-
brary. Students should be allowed to par-
ticipate in these discussions alongside their 
professors. 
In this vein, the university could offer 
open forums on historical, canonical, and 
curricular questions to supplement the spo-
radic ones we already have. Only in this 
way can ideas escape the traditional con-
fmes of the isolated classroom. Otherwise, 
the ideal ofallowing all points ofview their 
fair opportunity to speak will remain unre-
alized and continue to shortchange the stu-
dents themselves. Worse yet, it will be 
forgotten, lost on scraps of arcane parch-
mentin departmental mission statements or 
the hollow folds of Arches. 
i.et us have the airing of all opinions, 
including those of the student, as our ideal. 
More knowledge, instead of less, can only 
help us to distinguish the good from the 
bad, the true from the false, and the rhetoric 
from the practice. 
By Matihias Dezes 
Staff Writer 
Within the lasttwo weeks, voters in France 
and Germany, the two central countries of 
the European Community, have sent their 
political establishment messages of dis-
content. Between six and eleven percent of 
the voters voted for right-wing political 
groups thatbasically devote their attentions 
to a single one issue: control over immigra-
lion and abuses asylum rights. 
Although the French have been strug-
gling with immigrants from their former 
colonies for decades, the immigration issue 
has become explosive in Germany only 
recently. Since the fall of the iron curtain 
and thecivil war in Yugoslavia, the number 
of people. seeing asylum has soared. At 
present, about 1,000 people are coming per 
day. In 1991, 400,000 people have sought 
asylum in western Europe, and about half 
of them went to Germany. Compared with 
1987, the figures have multiplied by ten. 
Most ofthe applicants areregarded as ineli-
gible to be accepted, but as long as their 
case is in process, they live in Germany at 
the expense of the taxpayers. 
The problem that has led to this situation 
is the fact that Germany has no immigration 
laws. Forone year, different solutions have 
been discussed, but until now every com-
promise was prevented in the very last 
minute. (se&àlso World News) 
This undecidedness of both the liberal-
conservative government and the social-
democratic opposition has caused a situa-
tion that many Germans consider unbear-
able: the local authorities, who are sup-
posed to provide board, lodging and pocket 
money for the applicants, could no longer 
handle the unexpectedly high number of 
people. 
In the heat of the following public de-
bate, many politicians forgot that until now, 
immigrants had mingled perfectly into Ger-
man society. In addition, many of them 
have succeeded; figures published by a 
German economic research institute show 
thatGerman wealth is builtalso on the labor 
and the tax money of foreigners who came 
to Germany in the past. 
Undoubtedly, during the next few years 
the number of people to come will further 
exceed the figures Germans are used to. 
Western Europe and Germany in particu-
lar, will be the destination of these people 
who cannot stand the living conditions in 
their countries any longer. The two major 
countries wherethe immigrants comefrom, 
Yugoslavia and Rumania, will be unstable 
for the near future. In other words: Ger-
many is already something what many Ger-
mans do not want it to be: a country of  
immigrants. 
It is the task of the German Government 
to lead in solving the immigration question 
instead of upholding the illusion that Ger-
many can ignore the unpleasant effects of 
the opening of the Berlin WalL An immi-
gration law is required for three reasons: to 
allow a controlled immigration of those 
who are simply looking for better living 
conditions; to guarantee the right to asylum 
for those who are persecuted in their home 
countries; to have a tool against those who 
are apply forforasylum butactually want to 
exploit the German welfare state. For in-
stance somebody who has tried to deceive 
the authorities has also lost his chance for 
legal immigration. 
As long as the elected politicians are 
unable or unwilling to lead, protests will 
continue and may become more radical. 
Last Sunday's elections should be taken as 
a warning for the German government, but 
not for more. Polls, published in the na-
tionalnewspaperSuddeutscheZeitung, sug-
gest that the elections were a protest vote. 
West Germans pointed out that immigra-
Lion was the most important subject for 
them. Few showed any sympathy for the 
rightist anti-immigration parties: ifthe thy 
when the poll was made had been national 
electionthy,noteven twopercent had voted 
for the rightists. 
And, parallels can be drawn between 
these elections and the recent voting behav -
ior in the U.S.: parts of the electorate feel 
insecure, in the United States because of the 
recession, in Germany because of the bur-
den of the unification, which is more costly 
than expected. Further, the Government 
seems to be paralyzed; in the U.S. because 
the President has neglected domestic poli-
tics, in Germany because for years nobody 
wanted to get his fmgers burnt on the explo 
sive immigration issue. 
Thus, for the recent German regional 
elections might be true what Gany Wills, a 
history professor at the Northwest Univer-
sity, wrote in the New York Review about 
Pat Buchanan's electorate: "Few of these 
voters are for Buchanan the man, or for the 
second-rate staff he has assembledor for the 
crazies boosting him. People want to punish 
their leaders." 
The Germans are upset about their Gov-
emment, but they are far away from sympa-
thizing with right-wing extremist ideolo-
gies. The parliamentary groups ofthe right-
ists will not last for long whether the people 
have again the feeling that the Government 
in Bonn cares for the immigration issue. 
The rightists gained angry votes this time, 
but for a long-term political survival they 
lack a wide-spread social acceptance. 
should 
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One woman' s plea for the return of Rubens 
EBy Amanda Fox 
Staff Writer 
I am a woman ofthe '90's. I try to run between three and five miles several times a week. 
I do this for several reasons: for one, I simply enjoy it. Running helps me deal with daily 
stress. And it feels good to work up an honest sweat. And ofcourse it's nice to get outside 
for an hour, especially in decent weather. But I think, deep down, I have another motivation 
for running. I like to run because, hopefully, it will prevent one of my ultimate fears: the 
fear of getting old and frumpy. 
I'm getting into my twenties now, and, cool as it may sound to be twenty-something, it 
also means that I must be conscious of changing behaviors and body systems. Growing 
older I cannot help. But getting old and frumpy I can. Old and fmmpy means, to me, letting 
pride in one's appearance go. Losing any sense of style I may have once aspired t.o .... you 
know, retiring my fashionable sweats in favor offlowered housecoats, polyester pants with 
elastic waistbands, and matted old furry slippers. Body entropy gone berserk. Laziness 
taking its toll. 
Laziness, I must admit, is fun. I indulge in it with some frequency. But a side effect of 
too much laziness is a decreased metabolism, poor circulation, and (oh my God) weight 
gain. 
This fear of mine reveals insecurity. Yes, like everyone else, I am insecure about my 
appearance. Some of you may be thinking, "this sounds like a personal problem to me." 
You have a valid point my selfconcept is my problem. Butwhile I may havejust confessed 
my gross vanity to all ofyou, dearreaders, I think this anxiety is notparticular to myself and, 
therefore, it is worth examining. 
I know I can't be the only one who looks in the mirror and laments, "if only my (thighs, 
arms, waist, hips, wrists—insert your least favorite body part here) were as (thin, toned, 
shapely) as Cindy Crawford's!" I'm tired of it! Can I help thebuild, frame, or metabolism 
that my parents have given me? Not much. Thepredisposition for these things are so much 
me that they are encoded in my DNA. Instead of being ashamed, instead of coveting 
someone else's (again, insertleast favorite physical feature), we should be glorifying in our 
strengths, our uniquenesses. No one else is like me. No one else is like you. Therefore, it 
is foolish to compare ourselves as mercilessly as we do. 
Admittedly, I often long for the days when the Rubenesque figure makes a comeback: 
ampleness and curves. Enough fat to support a pregnancy in each thigh. But then I wonder: 
do I long for this so I can eat all the Hostess cupcakes I want and still feel attractive no matter 
where they deposit themselves on my body—or do I simply want the rest of the world to 
get fat so I'll look better? hmmm... 
I once heard a comedian who said he eagerly anticipated the onslaught on the next ice age. 
When all the vegetation is trapped under feet of ice and inaccessible, and all the animals are 
starving to death, all the skinny people will die right away, he said, while the rest of us who 
are sturdier will survive. He insightfully noted that suddenly all the amply-proportioned 
people would suddenly be the most attractive. Of course, little good that does us now as we 
arrive on the verge of bikini season. But you have to admit he's got a good point. 
I don'tknow about men, but forwomen, losing weight is abitch. And, yes, I've put myself 
on diets. I've tried, on desperate occasions, Ultra Slim-Fast, overnight amino-acid  
"reducers", organic metabolic enhancers and super fat-burners, Fibre-Trim, and shorts that 
make you sweat. I'm proud to say that I've never taken diet pills—I'm high strung enough 
as it is already—and, thank god, I've yet to break down and order an abdominizer and rock, 
rock, rock my way to fitness. 
I have immense respect for anyone who has successfully lost weight—be it ten or a 
hundredpounds. I wouldratherretake the GRE's—hell, I'drathertake aGREsubject test-
than deprive myself of food again. (The sad thing is, I may very well end up doing both at 
some time or other.) 
I've been trying to figure out this body-image-thing for a long time. Is it society? Yes. 
Beauty is a social convention. And weight ideals vary between the sexes—everyone knows 
that. Why is it that a man who has recently put on ten pounds has just "relaxed" in his 
routine? A guy who has a beer gut or love handles "enjoys the finer things in life," while 
the woman who packs on ten extra pounds is somehow lazy; she has somehow failed. The 
thought runs something like this: "How could So-and-so let herself...?" For the man, 
however, it is seen as achoice. Is thisbecause, asa generalization, mencan lose weight more 
easily than women? Or is there something more? 
I have hope, though. Many of my friends—men in particular—are teaching me that 
appearance isn't everything. I almost kissed a guy who told me, very matter-of-factly, that 
I am petite. I nearly shout in joy when men say, "what's the point of drinking diet pop?" 
or, "I can't standit when women countcalories." Butmy favorite remark came from a friend 
of mine just last week, who complimented my appearance on a day when I'd worn a 
shapeless frock dress, one of those hide-every-figure-flaw-and-a-few-Of-YOUr-CloseSt 
friends-while-you're-at-it kind of gannents. I replied, "thank you! This is my 'fat dress'." 
This friend then went on to say, "well, I hope you are saying that because you could wear 
it if you were fat, and not because you think you are." When I said no, and explained that 
it was just a loose, comfortable dress, he continued by remarking, "that's certainly 
refreshing to hear. Almost every woman I know claims she must lose fifteen pounds, and 
it'sjust not true." I'm regaining faith in the largeness ofsociety's heart. Butunfortunately, 
the result of this change in attitudes on the behalfof men hasn't changed the fervency with 
which women diet. On the contrary, it hasjust taught us to diet subversively. Wejust don't 
tell you any more. 
So this leaves me with a few more questions: whose fault is it—men's? women's? the 
media's? Or society in general's? Perhaps this question cannot be answered here. 
But the point is this: even the most slender woman, or the most toned, or the woman who 
sits in from of you in your Tuesday class, is not one-hundred-percent happy with her 
appearance. So why, why, why do we waste our time worrying about it? 
What have I accomplished in this article? Hopefully I have just taken a step closer to 
accepting myselfand encouraging a few ofyou to do the same. I know for certain that I will 
be approached soon by people who say, "oh, Amanda, I can'tbelieve that article you wrote! 
You don't honestly think you'refat ... ?" Or, tongue-in-cheek, "yeah, Amanda, you're just 
so obese ... you've got such aproblem..." But others of you will pass me and think, "yeah, 
her (insert body part here) is/are far from ideal. But at least she knows she doesn't have 
Sharon Stone's body..." And I—well, I will do my best not to give a damn. 
let 
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WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR 
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED, 
Page 12 
GOLD frompage5 
"What had happened to me across that 
summer, across those 56 days, was that I 
had fallen in love with the place. I had sort 
of backed into a marriage with a mountain." 
He then vowed to return to Bald Mountain 
every summer. Before bringing his stay to 
an end, he decided to honor the place by 
constructing a medicine wheel of stones, 
poles and colored ribbons in the tradition of 
the Sioux Indians, a sanctuary that remains 
there still. 
According to Gold, 1983 marked the birth 
of the movement to save old-growth forests 
throughout the country. Congress was con-
sidering wilderness legislation, and the 
Forest Service began building roads 
throughout western forests so that they could 
not be set aside as wilderness areas. In its 
haste, the Forest Service neglected to com-
plete the required environmental impact 
statement for Bald Mountain, and environ-
mentalists protested its illegal actions. With 
media attention attracted by activists block-
ing bulldozers, enough money was raised 
to hire an environmental lawyer who fought 
successfully to have an injunction placed 
on the roadbuilding attempt at that time. 
"This turned out Lobe the opening struggle 
in what has now blossomed into a national  
digestive system, the mycorrhizal fungi that 
facilitate the giant trees' acquisition of nu-
trients. He also describes the forest's struc-
tural role in preventing erosion, maintain-
ing water purity, and supporting salmon 
runs. 
"The ecologists say that the Siskiyous are 
now the most valuable unprotected piece of 
land from a genetic standpoint in the entire 
North American continent," he said. 
Gold insists that the peiteption of the 
forest issue as owls vs. jobs is "pure non-
sense." He notes that between 1979 and 
1989 in Oregon, 20,000 wood products  
jobs were lost while logging increased by 
almost 25%. 
"The job loss had absolutely nothing to 
do with environmental protection ...It had 
to do with mechanization and automation," 
he said. 
He also blames log exports for job losses. 
"We never developed the industries that 
would produce jobs and add on value to the 
raw material, and today, we're continuing 
to ship it out at an enormous rate," he said. 
"We're going to have to cut down trees," 
concedes Gold. 'What I want to see is 
logging that is done only in the proper 
places and is done in an ecologically sensi-
tive way." His slides illustrate some meth-
ods of sustainable forestry. 
By clearcutting and burning the slash thai 
remains, Gold says, "we're burning the 
library." Five years ago, he explained, 
promising anticancer drug called taxol wiu 
found in the bark of Pacific yew tree, a 
species that logging companies simply dis-
carded in the past. 
As well as an attempt to make people 
aware ofthe value ofancientforests, Gold's 
slide presentation is a plea for action. 
"Environmentalism is nolongera specta-
tor sport," he says. "It requires direct 
action ... There's lots ofways ofputting this 
good earth first." He urges people to write 
their senators and representatives to com-
ment on forest legislation currently being 
considered, including the Huckaby bill in 
the House and the Packwood bill in the 
Senate that would open wilderness to log-
ging and exclude citizens from the forest 
planning process. 
In his vision of a healthy planet, Gold 
believes that "the ideal is simply ecological 
balance." He hopes that in the future, chil-
then will not "have to listen to a story that 
starts, 'Once upon a time there used to be 
great forests." 
As far as his own future plans, Gold 
comments, "I hope I'm not fighting for 
ancient forest legislation for the rest of my 
life," because, without some action, the 
forests will not last that long. 
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campaign to protect what's left of the an-
cient forests and, indeed, to reform the 
Forest Service across the country," ex-
plained Gold. 
Mtr several summers in the Siskiyous, 
Gold realized that if he was going to pre-
serve Bald Mountain and places like it, he 
would have to somehow get his message to 
the people, because "the bears don't write 
letters, and the owls don't vote." Local 
people donated a projector and their own 
slides so that he could show people across 
the country what was at stake in the Pacific 
Northwest forests. 
Gold now employs the images captured in 
the slides he presents to introduce his audi-
ence to some concepts ofold-growth forest 
ecology and to illustratethe destruction that 
has taken place. 
The temperate rainforest of the Pacific 
Northwest was "one of the greatest forests 
on the the face of the earth," says Gold, 
stretching from southeast Alaska to north-
em California and containing more bio-
mass than the tropical rainforests. Half of 
the natural forests in the world have been 
destroyed since 1950, he later commented. 
In his discussion of the ecological rela-
tionships in the old-growth forest, Gold 
emphasizes species interactions, explain-
ing the importance of the spotted owl as an 
indicator species for 150 other vertebrates 
as well as the red-backed vole's role in 
distributing, through the workings of its 
